Abstract. In an attempt to overcome some of the deficiencies of existing meteoroid models, NASA's Space Environments and Effects (SEE) Program sponsored a 3 year research effort at the University of Western Ontario. The resulting understanding of the sporadic meteoroid environment -particularly the nature and distribution of the sporadic sources -were then incorporated into a new Meteoroid Engineering Model (MEM) by members of the Space Environments Team at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. This paper discusses some of the revolutionary aspects of MEM which include (a) identification of the sporadic radiants with real sources of meteoroids, such as comets, (b) a physics-based approach which yields accurate fluxes and directionality for interplanetary spacecraft anywhere from 0.2 to 2.0 astronomical units (AU), and (c) velocity distributions obtained from theory and validated against observation. Use of the model, which gives penetrating fluxes and average impact speeds on the surfaces of a cube-like structure, is also described along with its current limitations and plans for future improvements.
only present for a relatively short period of time. Mitigating the meteoroid risks from such events can be accomplished by operational procedures, such as reorienting a vehicle to point sensitive equipment away from the radiant, or slewing solar panels edge on to minimize cross sectional area and closing shutters to protect sensitive optics. However, the constant threat presented by the sporadic meteoroid background must be reduced in the design of the vehicle, which can lead to significant engineering challenges. Often operators and designers choose to shield their spacecraft against the hypervelocity impacts. But, in the never-ending search for ways to reduce vehicle mass, questions inevitably arise… How much shielding is necessary and what parts of the spacecraft are most exposed?
To answer those questions, spacecraft designers need to have access to an engineering tool that accurately models the locations of the sporadic meteoroid radiants, with their relative strengths and proper velocity distributions. But there are several different methods for modeling these desired parameters. Some models rely on empirical fits to in-situ dust measurements from space probes, zodiacal light observations, lunar micro-crater counts, and ground based radar observations. Such fits, however, are limited by the quality of the data used in the fit, and must be used cautiously when designing vehicles destined for locations or particle sizes not covered by the observations. Another approach involves modeling the meteoroid orbital evolution from the distributions of the sporadic sources, relying only on observations to calibrate the model. This paper briefly addresses some of the shortcomings of empirical models of the past, and advocates the more physical alternative approach. We hope to address some of the issues that are of concern to spacecraft designers and mission analysts, specifically the flux of meteoroids of a certain mass or range of masses, the distribution of impacting speeds, and the directions from which those meteoroids are coming.
Other NASA Models
The models of the past were mathematical models, simple or complex numerical expressions fit to observations from a variety of data sources patchworked together. These expressions, though physically limited, defined the interplanetary meteoroid environment in terms of mass flux, velocity distribution, and meteoroid density. Most models also assumed that the sporadic background was omni-directional, an assumption that is known to be invalid.
The most popular NASA models are based on the ''Interplanetary Dust Model'' of Gru¨n (Gru¨n et al., 1985) , a simple, easy-to-use equation that accurately fits the measured dust fluxes near Earth's orbit, but does not contain directionality and requires a single average meteoroid speed, rather than a distribution of velocities. The flux component of this model is
